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Historical Perspective       Date Date Date   

Students will:               

Distinguish among past, present, and future, and 
describe change over time. 

              

Understand how and why (cause - and - effect) 
events occurred in the community, state 

              

or nation. ( Pilgrims came to America for religious 
freedom). 

              

Differentiate among fact, fiction, and opinion in 
relating historical events. 

              

Describe and illustrate historical concepts or events 
through symbols ( Liberty Bell, 

              

eagle, flags), slogans, songs, poems, and passages.               

Understand simple historical timelines and use 
primary and secondary sources and 

              

artifacts to examine the past. (Primary - diary, 
interview, and Secondary - textbook) 

              

Explain how technology affected a community in the 
past and present. 

              

Geography               

Use tools ( maps, globes, charts, graphs, compasses) 
to understand surroundings. 

              

Describe how a community relates to a state or 
country. 

              

Visualize where things ( schools, neighborhoods) are 
located. 

              

Recognize physical and human characteristics of 
places and regions. 

              



Recognize that people depend on adapt to, or modify 
the environment to meet basic 

              

needs.               

Recognize factors that influence human movement 
and settlement. 

              

Economics               

Recognize fundamental economic concepts ( wants 
and needs, making choices, money 

              

as a means of exchange, goods and services, supply 
and demand, scarcity, 

              

and opportunity cost).               

Recognize different roles of family, workers, banks, 
and businesses in economic systems. 

              

Understand that consumer wants influence the 
production and consumption of goods and 

              

services.               

Recognize skills used in the decision - making 
process in order to make informed 

              

economic decisions.               

Explore the world of work and recognize relationships 
among work, wages, purchasing 

              

power, and lifestyle.           

Government and Civics               

Describe what a community is and what is included in 
it. 

              

Recognize and understand the need for rules within 
the community and state. 

              

Understand and begin to apply rights and 
responsibilities in relation to the 

              



community.               

Begin to understand the basic purpose of government 
and how citizen participation 

              

can affect government.(Begin to understand the three 
branches of government.) 

              

Culture and Society               

Recognize language, music, art, dress, food, 
literature, and folktales as elements of 

              

culture.               

Understand that diverse groups celebrate heritage 
and culture in a variety of ways. 

              

Recognize the roles individuals have in various 
groups. 

              

Understand how human needs are met through social 
groups and institutions. 

              

Examine concepts of stereotyping, prejudice, and 
discrimination. 

              

          

  
 


